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INTRODUCTION
The rationale and need for public transit agencies in the United States and beyond to consider alternatives to traditional scheduled bus transportation is captured in the challenges faced in growing suburban counties as exemplified in New Jersey and other states. New Jersey Transit Corporation (NJ Transit), the statewide provider of public transportation services for the state of New Jersey, has faced this challenge over the past two decades. While transit oriented development and urban redevelopment has grown during this period, continued suburban density residential growth and the movement of transportation dependent populations into lower density suburban and rural areas has provided a challenge given normal fiscal constraints. These emerging demands for transit in lower density areas do not often meet the traditional bus service standards for sustaining new intrastate (local) bus services. In addition, the demand for these low density services competes with the continuing growth demands for expanded service on higher density urban intrastate bus services and interstate bus services between higher density suburban corridors and New York City.
It is vital to note that continued overall suburban growth and the movement of transportation disadvantaged populations into suburban and rural areas is not a phenomenon unique to New Jersey or even to the United States. The Brookings Institution, in its recent work Confronting Suburban Poverty in America, discussed the continued movement of transportation dependent populations from urban centers to suburban areas (1) . This practice has influenced the types of transportation services provided in locations in San Joaquin County, CA and Middlesex County, NJ, both suburban counties that have struggled with addressing the mobility needs of transportation dependent persons residing in their lower density environments (2) .
Middlesex County, NJ is a suburban county of 310 square miles with a majority of its population of 809,858 residents located in lower density suburban municipalities (3) . Since 1990, the majority of its population growth has occurred in the southern portion of the County, which has almost no local bus service providing for the needs of transportation disadvantaged populations or general public choice riders. Those residing in the northern areas of the County are served by a network of both NJ Transit local and commuter buses.
In 2005, faced with a growing demand for its advance reservation specialized transportation services and recognizing the emerging demand for local bus from the general public, the Middlesex County Department of Transportation made a policy decision to develop a hybrid service capturing the best attributes of its current curb-to-curb, advance reservation service, and the traditional fixed route local bus services operated by NJ Transit. The service was called The Middlesex County Area Transit (MCAT) shuttle program and as demonstrated in Table 1 , was designed as a seven route system that would address the needs of specialized populations targeted by various grant funding sources while also meeting the local transportation needs of the general public and providing regional connections to the NJ Transit bus and rail network. As shown in Table 1 , the routes cover service areas comprised of multiple municipalities with densities ranging from low density urban (1000), to small city density of over 9000 persons per square mile.
The MCAT shuttle program, based on the Swedish Service Route concept, provides experiences that are useful to both traditional transit agencies and smaller community transit operators who are seeking to meet growing local transit needs of both transportation disadvantaged populations and the general public in a more integrated and cost-efficient manner.
[Insert Table 1 here] ADDRESSING THE DILEMMA The challenge of providing public transportation services in lower density areas through nontraditional transit modes to serve both members of the general public and transportation disadvantaged populations has been addressed through both advanced reservation and scheduled types of service. One significant example of the former is the Call-n-Ride (CnR) program implemented by the Regional Transit District (RTD) in Denver in 2000. CnR is a general public Demand Responsive Transportation (DRT) initiative which incorporates both classic dial-a-ride scheduling algorithms that have been augmented and extended so that the scheduling application is able to work with the cycle points and check points found in many of the CnR service areas (4). RTD's CnR program has developed twenty one service areas that encompass suburban residential and mixed use environments. The cycle points and checkpoints facilitate the use of CnR services for spontaneous boarding feeder service to RTD traditional bus as well as advance reservation one seat rides to destination trips.
A second concept for addressing both low density area public transit demand and the needs of older persons and people with disabilities is the Service Route concept which was first implemented in Borås, Sweden in 1983 and places priority on bringing the buses near the residents (5). This concept has been replicated in various U.S. locations, and is discussed in more detail in the following section (6) .
A MODEL IS BORN: THE SWEDISH SERVICE ROUTE CONCEPT
The Service Route concept developed by the Borås City Transportation Corporation (BCTC) in 1983, was created in a response to the growing costs associated with a 1979 law requiring the gradual adaptation of public transport vehicles and local terminals to the needs of the disabled and elderly (5) . Similar to the United States Americans with Disability Act (ADA) requirements for a complementary paratransit service, the Swedish Special Transportation Services (STS) was offered as a service for persons who could not use the traditional accessible transit system as a result of physical, cognitive, or emotional challenges. The implementation of STS was followed by introduction of national subsidization of up to 35% of the costs borne by Swedish municipalities charged with operating the service (5).
The rapid growth of demand for STS in the early 1980's was accompanied by a period of strained municipal financial resources and reductions in social service expenditures. The STS Service (similar to ADA complementary paratransit) included the use of advance reservation to facilitate group riding and customer fares to offset some of the costs. Even with implementation of these prudent program elements, the rising cost of STS was a challenge to Swedish municipalities. It was determined that actions were needed to balance both the desire to reduce program costs while also meeting the transport needs of the mobility impaired population. All parties acknowledged that excessively high costs were not acceptable, but neither was poor service quality (5) .
The city of Borås is located in southwestern Sweden and has over 60,000 residents residing within its twelve square miles (7) . Both traditional rail and bus routes serve the residents and STS was provided by the city to meet the needs of older persons and people with disabilities who would have difficulty using these traditional modes. The development of the Service Route model was created in response to the rising costs associated with increased demand for the STS Service.
The Borås Service Route model incorporates several characteristics designed to provide the aforementioned balance between cost and quality of service. The service was designed to be a complement to the mandatory provision of the STS and offer a more cost-efficient mode for meeting the needs of individuals requiring less assistance than provided through the STS. The key elements of the Borås Service Route model included the following:
• The Service Route is one component of a differentiated public transportation network • The routes travel through different residential areas to reduce walking to bus stops • The Service Route is a regular public transit route with fixed trip intervals • The route is available to all presumptive bus passengers (not solely the targeted transport disadvantaged population)
• The timetables are adjusted to allow passengers the time required when boarding, disembarking, paying a fare, finding a seat, etc.
• The Service Route also provides connections to key stations and stops in the traditional bus and rail network
• The service utilizes small handicap-adapted vehicles, enabling it to successfully navigate streets and areas where small vehicles are required (5).
On this last note, use of low-floor vehicles was a part of the Swedish Service Route concept. These buses with automated ramps enabled faster boarding and disembarking of customers using mobility devices, making the boarding easier for both ambulatory and non-ambulatory customers and permitted the scheduled route to reduce passenger dwell time.
The implementation of the Service Route concept in Borås dramatically reduced demand for the more expensive STS while also offering an integrated approach to meeting the mobility needs of these specialized populations. For municipalities and government, the establishment of the Service Route in the area resulted in a STS travel reduction by 40-50%. Approximately 15,000 fewer STS trips per year were made in the area. This implies a saving of 800,000 Swedish Krona (approximately 117,000 U.S. dollars) for one Service Route (5). Clearly, the shift of STS riders to the Service Route model resulted in a net reduction in the total cost of both STS and Service Routes, while offering an invaluable service for those individuals who would have difficulty using the traditional bus and rail services.
Studies in both Borås and Uppsala Sweden conducted during the late 1990's demonstrate that service routes continued to contribute to a reduction involving STS more than a decade after its introduction in these cities (8) . Similarly in the Swedish city of Gothenburg, implementation in 1996 of the FlexRoute, a form of demand response paratransit utilizing minibuses and route deviation, led to a 60% reduction of all local STS taxi travel. The savings achieved for STS taxi in the district covered the majority of the FlexRoute operating expenses (8).
U.S. APPLICATION OF THE SWEDISH MODEL: THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY (NJ) MCAT SHUTTLE and SAN JOAQUIN (CA) HOPPER
As evidenced in the Borås experience, the implementation of the Service Route concept impacted the cost of service but also important, it offered the benefit of being more integrated with the wider public transportation network and facilitated customer ability to make spontaneous trips with the advantage of curb-to-curb service. The Borås Service Routes were also used by the general public, promoting the efficiency of the routes through additional farebox recovery and promoting a first/last mile concept by extending the reach of the public transportation network. Finally, this attention to coordinating the use of traditional transit with specialized and other human service transportation as cited by Burkhardt in his discussion of the American experience has parallels with the Borås Service Route example (9) .
These system benefits attracted Middlesex County, New Jersey to consider and ultimately implement this type of service model. An operations development study completed by Urbitran Associates in 2003 suggested the development of fixed route services to address some of the more concentrated needs of senior citizens and people with disabilities as well as the general public. Prior to this time, the County's transport services were limited exclusively to advanced reservation paratransit. The Urbitran report recommendations included a creation of shuttle and fixed route services of approximately 18 peak vehicles and up to 36,000 annual hours of additional services (10) .
In 2005, Middlesex County's Area Wide Transportation System (AWTS) division, then operated by the County Human Service department, was restructured to become the Middlesex County Department of Transportation. The AWTS program name was changed to Middlesex County Area Transit (MCAT). In addition, the responsibility for all County public works and transit vehicles was placed under the new Department of Transportation.
The new MCAT management team embraced the general recommendation of the Urbitran report to pursue a range of human service, transit, and medical grant sources to help support the County service expansion effort. MCAT was successful in acquiring FTA grant funding to pursue this service expansion from the Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) and Section 5311 Rural Public Transportation funding programs.
MCAT service expansion began in 2005 with a single JARC-funded fixed route shuttle that connected the City of New Brunswick with the large warehousing and distribution employment district located at Exit 8A of the New Jersey Turnpike. MCAT expanded this shuttle from a peak period fixed route service to an all-day deviated fixed route. The peak period semiexpress routing was retained, but service was expanded to include midday service that linked residential neighborhoods in the vicinity of the warehouse district with highway corridors connecting the area with New Brunswick. This new all-day route, the M1 New BrunswickJamesburg, was joined by another new route, the M2 Brunswick Square Mall-Jamesburg, which connected suburban communities near New Brunswick with the southern portion of the County.
Both of these new routes incorporated elements of the Service Route concept implemented in Borås. Timetables were designed with clock headways for ease of customer use and added recovery time was incorporated to accommodate mobility device loading and minor route deviations of up to ¼ mile, while maintaining scheduled on-time performance. As shown in Figure 1 , the M1 and M2 enabled timed transfers with the other MCAT shuttles as they were developed on a clock headway. The route design also provided end point connections with key NJ Transit bus and rail hubs to facilitate an integrated use of the MCAT shuttles for both direct service and as a feeder to the larger local and regional transit network -thus expanding the universe of out of county destination options for MCAT shuttle customers.
[Insert Figure 1 here] Similarly, in San Joaquin County, CA, the rising cost of ADA paratransit service led San Joaquin Regional Transit District (SJRTD) to develop a system of eight route deviation services called the Hopper to more efficiently serve the needs of ADA paratransit eligible individuals as well as the general public. Serving an area of 1400 square miles with a population exceeding 680,000, the SJRTD was also able to expand service between 2009 and 2013 while significantly reducing costs.
System Usage & Growth
Between 2005 and 2011, the MCAT shuttle system grew from the initial two routes to a seven route system that provided coordinated expansion of local bus transportation that not only integrated county service with NJ Transit bus and rail services, but also provided a more efficient and convenient transport alternative for older persons and persons with disabilities, many of whom had been previously limited to MCAT's advance reservation system. It must be noted however that in 2012, advanced reservation system service still represented 80% of the peak vehicles operated by the MCAT system, reflecting the continuing need for curb-to-curb services in the lower density portions of the County.
As demonstrated in Table 2 , each of the MCAT shuttle routes operate on a span of service between 9 and 13 hours per day, six days per week, and operate between a 30 and 60 minute frequency of service. Notably, these MCAT shuttle spans and frequency of service were comparable to the level of service operated by the NJ Transit local bus services (800 series routes) that serve the northern portion of Middlesex County. One key difference is that shuttle routes use a recovery time of ten minutes, more than double the usual recovery time on the NJ Transit local bus services.
[Insert Table 2 here] [Insert Table 3 here] Table 3 reveals the measures of productivity for the seven route MCAT shuttle system and the eight route SJRTD Hopper system. Cost per operating hour for the MCAT shuttles is approximately $50.00 per hour excluding capital, which is considerably less than the NJ Transit avoidable cost figure of $75.00 per hour for operating intrastate fixed route bus service. While the MCAT operators are union represented, the average driver hourly rate is less than NJ Transit driver rates and the use of body on chassis buses also results in better fuel economy and lower maintenance and repair costs than those associated with traditional bus transit. The labor and average operating costs are the same for MCAT advance reservation and shuttle bus services since they require the same licensing and use similar sized body on chassis vehicles. However, while these costs may be comparable, utilizing a shuttle bus service yields much greater average productivity per revenue hour. In addition, another cost advantage of expanding the use of Service Routes in systems that are growing such as MCAT, is that dispatcher and customer reservation staff needs are minimal for Service Route operations. Table 3 also demonstrates the large absolute numbers of annual passenger trips and productivities for the M1, M4, and M5 routes. Located in the county seat of the City of New Brunswick, each of these routes serves employment destinations in both the city and in the case of the M1, the major warehouse and distribution employment center located at Exit 8A of the New Jersey Turnpike. The M1 peak period ridership focuses on transporting urban residents to this suburban employment center, but more than 60% of this ridership occurred during the offpeak period. These off-peak trips included shopping and medical trips for transportation dependent general public riders as well as for senior citizens living in suburban adult communities served by the route. Table 3 shows a similar cost structure for the Hopper route deviation services and its passenger trips per revenue hour reveals a range of 9.5 on its more urban routes in Stockton to 2.6 from its lower density suburban routes, similar to that of Middlesex County's MCAT.
Looking closer at this issue of route productivity, one trend that emerged during the service period between 2005 and 2012 was the shift of passengers from MCAT DRT to MCAT shuttle services (see Tables 4 & 5) . Initially, most of this change consisted of senior citizens who resided in congregate housing units that were directly served by the M2, M3, and M6 services. As shown in Table 1 , the service areas for these routes are lower density and also have more of an orientation to serving senior citizens and the destinations they need rather than higher density employment centers. The advent of these services meant that these residents could access mobility to local destinations without having to reserve service. For direct trips, the freedom of choice offered by a fixed schedule service with a headway also eliminated the long waits for will-call return trips on MCAT DRT services. It should be noted that the M7 route, while serving a fairly dense corridor as shown in Table 1 , began service in October 2011, so the productivities reflected in Table 3 do not reflect the continued growth that was exhibited during Calendar Year 2013.
The M4 and M5 provide access to local jobs within the City of New Brunswick that were previously not accessible by existing NJ Transit bus service. These routes also serve as connector services from city neighborhoods to access the downtown and NJ Transit bus and rail services. These urban shuttle routes also provide an important connection to the County Social Services building located outside the central city and serve as a link to that building for individuals traveling from other parts of the county to New Brunswick via NJ Transit local 800 series bus routes as shown in Figure 1 .
Role of Bus Type in Low Density Bus Routes
As discussed earlier, one key element of the Service Route concept as implemented in Borås included usage of low floor buses, which created ease of boarding for both ambulatory passengers and those using mobility devices and also reduced dwell time at stops. One impediment to the use of low floor minibuses in the MCAT system was cost; the equivalent 18-passenger low floor minibus with ramp cost more than double the approximately $50,000 for a conventional lift equipped 18 passenger bus.
In 2010, MCAT was able to purchase two recent model low floor buses for use on the New Freedom funded M3 and M6 routes which served more non-ambulatory passengers than the other five shuttle routes. While the buses did speed the boarding of customers using mobility devices, funding and reliability problems involving the kneeling feature with these early (2008) low floor minibuses kept them from becoming an integral part of the MCAT shuttle program. Due to these constraints, the use of the low floor bus as a standard was not achieved but it is hoped that the NJ Transit managed Section 5310 capital program will make low floor buses available in 2015 to their county grant sub-recipients. While the use of low floor buses creates ease of boarding for ambulatory passengers as well as individuals using mobility devices, the use of traditional lift equipped rather than low floor buses should not be viewed as an impediment to implementation of deviated fixed Service Routes in other suburban locations. It should be noted that the annual operating costs associated with the 19 passenger low floor gasoline engine buses were comparable to the cost of the standard gasoline body on chassis buses in the MCAT fleet. In the case of the SJRTD Hopper, the success of low floor buses used on two of their urban routes convinced them to replace its smaller conventional lift buses with larger 17 passenger low floor buses in 2015.
MCAT Shuttle and SJRTD Hopper Costs
The dramatic increases in ridership discussed below on the MCAT shuttle route system between 2005 and 2012 did not come without some increase in capital costs. The SJRTD Hopper system also experienced increased capital costs with the introduction of low floor buses on the urban routes. Regarding MCAT, the M1 route, which began service with two 16 passenger buses in 2005, now operates with 35 foot buses with capacities between 28 and 32 passengers. Similarly, the M4 and M5 urban routes graduated from 18 passenger buses in 2008 to 28 passenger buses in 2012. While still a body on chassis bus, the average cost for these vehicles in 2013 ranged from $50,000 for an 18 passenger bus with two mobility device positions to over $120,000 for a 28 passenger 35 foot bus. Still, there is a significant difference between the prices of this 28 passenger diesel vehicle which yields approximately 8 miles per gallon as opposed to a 40 foot purpose built diesel bus which can cost over $400,000 with a fuel MPG of less than 5 MPG. This also points to the advantage of smaller capacity buses for local bus routes in lower density suburban areas with peak loads that match the bus size.
One area of labor cost concerns involves the driver hourly rate. For systems like MCAT that require all drivers to have a Class B Commercial Driver's License with a passenger endorsement, there is not a cost increase when moving from a bus under a 26,000 pound Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) to one exceeding 26,000 lbs. which requires a Class B license. For systems that allow drivers with a Class C license to operate vehicles under 26,000 pounds, there may be marginal labor costs associated with shifting drivers from providing DRT services to operating Service Routes requiring larger vehicles.
The SJRTD experience was strikingly similar with both the demand response and Hopper contract driver labor costs being roughly 75% of the driver labor costs associated with the inhouse traditional fixed route labor cost.
Ridership Impacts of the MCAT Shuttle and SJRTD Hopper
As shown in Tables 4 and 5 , the annual DRT type trips declined significantly with implementation of the MCAT shuttle routes over the period between 2005 through 2012, enabling the program to shift some driver resources from DRT to shuttle services. Clearly, the increased productivity achieved on the shuttles by combining elderly and people with disabilities with the general public riders enabled the County to cope with increasing costs over this period including the rise of diesel fuel from under $1.50 per gallon to over $4.00 per gallon as well as the inflationary costs of labor and other materials.
[Insert Table 4 here] Tables 4 and 5 [Insert Table 5 here] One of the concerns initially expressed by MCAT staff was whether the traditional specialized transportation customers could be successfully attracted to use the MCAT shuttle services, particularly with regard to using a scheduled service. One tool that helped to ease the transition to fixed schedule services was the use of group travel training sessions which were offered at key congregate senior housing and independent living centers. Funded through the County budget, the travel training was provided under contract with NJTIP, Inc. (NJTIP also served as the travel training contractor for the NJ Transit Access Link ADA complementary transportation program). The classroom and on-vehicle training sessions gave many senior citizens the confidence, skills, and desire to try to successfully use the MCAT shuttles and the NJ Transit local bus and rail network. Many former demand response customers using mobility devices and/or presenting various disabilities are using MCAT shuttle routes, like the M3, to access work and other critical destinations without needing advance reservations. Some have also learned how to make transfer trips among MCAT shuttle buses as well as NJ Transit services. One such customer indicated in an interview that was part of a MCAT shuttle system film that the availability of the shuttle routes have provided customers with a level of independence not previously afforded by the MCAT advance reservation service (11) . Many SJRTD customers have expressed similar sentiments regarding the Hopper.
Similar to the experience of the Service Route in Borås, the ability of the MCAT Shuttle and SJRTD Hopper routes to pull into the front of shopping centers and the individual offices of suburban medical plazas was a vital service component that convinced senior citizens and people with disabilities to consider shifting from the MCAT DRT service to the more efficient MCAT shuttle routes where appropriate. Similarly, the appeal of similar access and ease of use with the Hopper enabled SJRTD to have ADA eligible individuals elect to use the Hopper service.
To promote the integration of the MCAT DRT service with the MCAT shuttles among transportation disadvantaged populations, it was also recognized that these customers might need to transfer from one vehicle to another to complete a desired trip. Customer preference and attitude research has demonstrated that persons with disability find such transfers undesirable. Balog et al. discussed that mitigating negatives associated with vehicle transfer efforts must be undertaken, including offering timed transfers at designated points to minimize wait time and offering shelter from the elements at such sites (12) . Aware of this potential obstacle to system usage, the MCAT shuttle system was designed to create hubs at sheltered locations with bus route schedules on a clock headway to facilitate timed transfers. SJRTD implemented similar clock headway timed transfers at key hubs. Similar to the MCAT shuttle service, the Hopper routes employ a recovery time which is doubled that used on SJRTD traditional bus routes to accommodate route deviations and additional passenger boarding/disembarking time.
The question of the populations that would use the MCAT shuttles focused on two conflicting hypotheses. One suggested that the use of MCAT branded body on chassis vehicles would limit ridership growth to the traditional senior citizen and persons with disability customer base that comprised over 85% of the MCAT ridership in 2005. The other thought was that the destinations being offered as part of the MCAT shuttle routes, which included key employment centers and connections to regional rail transit, would attract members of the general public in much larger numbers.
Clearly as demonstrated in Tables 4 and 5 , the predominant ridership growth between 2005 and 2012 was in the category of the general public customer. While the absolute number of seniors and people with disabilities using the overall MCAT system did decrease from 2005 to 2012, the percentage of the general public using the MCAT system increased dramatically as a result of the expansion of the MCAT shuttle system from the initial two routes to the fully built seven route system. A substantial portion of the senior and person with disability ridership formerly using MCAT demand response are meeting at least some of their trip needs using modes including Medicaid non-emergency transportation, NJ Transit local bus, and local nonprofit transportation providers. A slight majority of SJRTD's ridership growth from 2010-2013 was in the general public category but nearly half consisted of senior citizens and people with disability.
CONCLUSIONS & MOVING FORWARD
The MCAT shuttle and SJRTD Hopper programs incorporated many of the features of the Swedish Service Route concept implemented in 1980's Borås, Sweden including the use of smaller buses that could travel easily into residential sites and commercial destinations and providing extra time in the schedule to enable mobility challenged individuals to be served without the implicit pressure to hurry the boarding and disembarking process. During the 2005-2012 MCAT shuttle system implementation and expansion effort, the program enabled Middlesex County to increase services during a period when the available revenues from the Casino Revenue program (which represented 40% of the MCAT operating budget in 2005), decreased by more than 40%. This funding reduction constrained the availability and service span of county demand response services. Between 2005 and 2012, the overall system annual ridership increased by 90% while the operating budget increased by less than 65%. This occurred during a period when fuel costs alone more than doubled. Yet, the cost per passenger systemwide was reduced from $12.94 to $10.73. Also notable, the system productivity increased by more than 65% from 3.4 to 5.6 passenger trips per revenue hour over an eight year period. It was recognized that while the demand response system in 2012 accounted for 80% of the peak buses and 70% of the system cost, it generated only 28% of the system ridership.
SJRTD produced a similar productivity improvement in a much shorter period with the introduction of the Hopper service, improving overall system productivity from 2.93 to 5.52 over the four year period. Total system ridership more than doubled while costs increased by less than 26% (not adjusted for inflation).
Considering the MCAT shuttle system with a larger lens, the expansion of this deviated fixed route county shuttle program promoted the concept of the federal United We Ride effort and was an integral part of the County Coordinated Human Service Transportation Plan, addressing the objectives of expanding weekend service, utilizing FTA funding targeted for initiatives assisting seniors and people with disabilities to also serve the general public, and to provide expanded first/last mile access to the NJ Transit statewide bus and rail network. In fact, the MCAT shuttle system provides connections with seven NJ Transit local bus routes and five of the seven MCAT shuttle routes connect with three NJ Transit rail stations.
In the case of SJRTD, the shift of both existing riders and new ADA trip demand to the Hopper enabled the SJRTD to serve many more persons over the four year period studied than it would have been able to using only the advance reservation demand response mode of service. It also expanded the availability of transit service to the general public in areas not served by traditional transit.
Going forward, the Service Route concept will be an important tool for meeting the anticipated rapid growth in demand for transportation in suburban areas. It can provide an efficient means of meeting the mobility needs of several population groups including: the aging baby boomer population, who will eventually need to reduce and/or relinquish auto usage; the increase in people with disabilities living independently; and the millennial generation, who often seek to reside in suburban locations but have a strong orientation to using public transportation to access both employment and social destinations. The MCAT shuttle program and the SJRTD Hopper programs effectively demonstrate how the Service Route concept can help to meet these mobility challenges with efficiency, diversity, and dignity and its application in other communities must be considered. 
